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Week 3, Winter Academy Programs
The finishing and GK classes: We have organized the class into 3 groups that move from
station to station working on the same topic for the week. This past week, our focus was
concentrated on shooting balls that are approaching us. Whether that is from the side or
directly in front and encouraging proper technical execution in this situation.
After two weeks into the Saturday league, we have close matchups in all of our divisions.
There will be a few final trades in the Champions League division leading up to this
weekend’s games. As a reminder, the winning teams of each division at the end of our 12
weeks will be recognized in our media room downstairs. The players have been exemplary
of our motto up to this point and the commentating and game management is becoming
more fluid based on the improvement of play. We have noticed a common theme of
bunching up and crowding our teammate’s space from the younger divisions and through
our messages at breaks our expectation is to gradually see an improvement in this area of
the duration of the league. Good luck to all of the players participating in the Saturday
Academy League! The greatest moments are consistently the celebrations after overcoming
obstacles and providing something beneficial to the team. These celebrations could be
spurred by a goal celebration, a save, a perfectly weighted pass or tackle! We are all looking
forward to the 3rd Saturday league in just 4 more days!

WEEK 3:
PLAYERS OF
THE DAY!
Monday:
Rohan, Angelo, Clyde, Nate, Justin,
Andrew, Logan, Bengie & Donato
Tuesday:
Pre-K Class: Tommy & Julian
Finishing Class: Juliette & Adrian
Wednesday:
Landon, Gabriella, Scarlett, Finley,
Jackson, Maksim, Aidan & Benjamin
Thursday:
Tyler, Josue, Everly & Robert
Friday:
Aryash, Isaiah, Sofia, Joseph, Kairo,
Julia, Gia, Evan, Nolan, Selma & Ariel

JPSC Holiday Party

From the bottom of our hearts, THANK YOU!
To our amazing staff, players, parents, silent auction donors,
guest speaker and Putnam County Golf Course for all contributing
to make this year’s holiday party very very special. We were so
fortunate and grateful to be able to spend the evening with our
soccer family and we look forward to more great memories being
shared through the winter and spring season.
Happy Holidays and Happy New Year to our soccer family!!!

PLAYER SPOTLIGHT
OF THE WEEK!
B2007 Premier:
Victor Beltrami

Why do you think you were selected as the player spotlight of
the week?
I like the facility a lot. My teammates are fun and have good quality.
They play at a high level and give good effort. I know I'll become a
better player playing with them.

What do you think your strengths and weaknesses are?
My passing and receiving is strong. My spacial awareness and finishing
too. I would like to work on my quick turning, acceleration and 1v1
defending.

Who’s your favorite soccer team?
Chelsea. They were the first team I ever really watched. I'm a big
Christian Pulisic fan. I watched him play over at Borussia Dortmund all
the time, and now I watch him at Chelsea.

Coaches Corner....
Joe Guerriero,
JPSC G2012 Head Coach
JPSC G2011 Assistant Coach

Q: Would you rather score an amazing goal, or give an amazing assist?
A: An assist. It doesn’t have to be “amazing” but the player I am providing
service for must score!
Q: Who/What is your biggest soccer inspiration?
A: My grandfather. Unfortunately, my family and I lost my grandfather
last January but he will forever be my biggest inspiration. He always saw
my potential and was always pushing me to fulfill my dream of living my
life on the fútbol pitch.
Q: What is your favorite part about being a coach?
A: The development of our clubs players. To see them develop not only
as players but even more importantly as people.
Q: What do you consider the characteristics of a good coach?
A: Patience. It is crucial for coaches to remain patient and to always do
the correct thing. It’s not about “your way”, it’s about doing things the
“right way”.
Q: Why soccer?
A: Growing up as a child, the beautiful game was the only thing that
made me who I was. I always identified with the game. My greatest
lessons in life have been given to me through this game that we all love
and share, the game that speaks one universal language and the game that
connects all of the corners of the world.

Coaches feedback on
this week's training:

"It has been a lot of fun to work on our topic of finishing this
week. The smaller space indoors has allowed us to get even
more repetitions when working on our shooting technique and
finishing sequences."

"This week was focused on finishing. We stressed being
aggressive in the final third and taking risks this week! After
creating opportunities we wanted to see the player
responsible to finish having composure and good execution to
complete the play. Lastly, the first touch having a
purpose/direction and not only a control is a constant
reinforcement! Looking forward to seeing the majority of our
players competing over the weekend!"
"This weeks topic of focus for our training sessions has been
finishing. Well-timed runs, focusing on proper first touches
with direction/purpose and a calm finish. Working within our
indoor facility has allowed us to get more repetitions in due
to the small space and we are loving it! I am super pleased
with this week we have had at the club and we can always
improve from here even more."

FACILITY EVENTS
& PROGRAMS
Indoor men's soccer rental: Tuesday/Thursdays and Sunday mornings
Speed & Agility: Starting January 5th on Wednesdays & Fridays!
Ball Mastery program: Fridays 4:30 PM!
Holiday Academy Tournament: December 26th!
Holiday Camp: 12/27-12/29, 9am-12pm!
A special partnership! JPSA/FST Holiday Clinic: December 30th!
New Years Academy Tournament: January 2nd!

Holiday Toy Drive: We will continue to collect unwrapped toys in
the main lobby at JPSA in collaboration with People Helping
People NY! Deadline for drop-off is December 21st!

For more information on all our programs
and events, visit us on our website at
www.joepalumbo.com

